**Sketch map – the view east from the footbridge**

On the footbridge that crosses the Royal Victoria Dock from the Excel Centre to Silvertown, look east and draw a sketch map of land use on both sides of the dock. Note the Tate and Lyle and Spillers warehouses and London City airport in particular. Annotate your sketch map with information about why the types of industry you can see would have chosen this location. If you have time, swap sides and sketch the other direction too!
**Sketch map 2: the view west**

Things to look out for in this direction: Canary Wharf - where we have just been, The O₂, luxury riverside housing, lower quality housing behind - this is Silvertown Quay, an area which will also be regenerated in the next few years. Also look out for some evidence of the area's industrial past - not as evident in this direction as looking east!